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Faaz Agriculture Private Limited is incorporated on 09 October,
 

 is at Company  2017. The registered office of the 

13/4/39‐1. Upstairs, Mass Committee Complex, Siddavatam Main

FAAZ AGRICULTURE
PRIVATE LIMITED

Road, RTC Opposite‐Badvel ‐ 516227, Kadapa, (Dist) A P, India.
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Faaz Agriculture is having 25 years of experience in *GCC* Countries. 

Faaz Agriculture works with various types of packing and with best 
quality and also with best price how much ever quantity needed 

Faaz Agriculture can provide with permission from the GOVT OF INDIA
and APEDA and SPICES BOARD we'll provide the quality.

The	company	has	two	BOARD	OF	DIRECTORS	

1. SHAIK GHOUSE AHMED 
2. SHAIK GULABJAN BEGUM

About	Board	Of	Directors

The company has 2 directors and no reported key management personnel. 
The directors are SHAIK GHOUSE AHMED and SHAIK GULABJAN BEGUM 
the longest serving directors currently on board are SHAIK GULABJAN BEGUM
and SHAIK GHOUSE AHMED who were appointed on 09 October, 2017. 
They have been on the board for 2 months. Gulab Jan Begum Shaik has the 
largest number of other directorships with a seat at a total of 1 company. 
In total, the company is connected to 0 other companies through its directors.

We are the team of 12 members working for FAAZ AGRICULTURE 

FAAZ AGRICULTURE
PRIVATE LIMITED
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OUR	PRODUCTS
RICE
We offer a variety of long, slender‐grained aromatic rice. We manage high quality with the blend
of natural taste and high nutritional value.

1121 STEAM BASMATI RICE 
We are offering supreme quality 1121 Steam Rice which adds a tempting flavor to your cooking. 
The 1121 Steam Rice available with us is a traditional dominant food which is used across the 
globe. Rich in taste and smell, our 1121 Steam Rice can be used in preparing any variety of food.

1121 SELLA BASMATI RICE 
We manage high quality of 1121 Sella Basmati rice; with the blend of natural taste and high 
nutritional value. We trust to serve the customers with exceptional and premium quality of 
Basmati Rice. We are involved in offering an extensive range of products that are in compliance 
with the internationally accepted standards.

PR 11 STEAM RICE
The PR 11 Steam Rice that we offer is free from dust particles, husk and other impurities. 
Prior to dispatch, we assure proper cleaning of pr11 steam rice as it is free from dust, adulterants 
and other impurities. The PR 11 STEAM RICE Widely used for preparing delicious rice item, this
PR 11 Steam Rice is easy to cook

Pr11 SELLA RICE
Pr‐11 sella rice known for their excellent aroma, long size and rich taste. This rice are widely used
 for making biriyani, spicy rice, plain rice and fried rice We have made these rice available in 
market at competitive prices.
We are manufacturing and exporting our customers a vast variety of Pr‐11 Sella Rice.PR11 SELLA 
RICE adds nourishment to every dish and makes each meal a Royal Feast.

FAAZ	AGRICULTURE	PVT	LTD.,	INDIA.
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OUR	PRODUCTS
SONA MASOORI STEAM RICE
To meet the specific requirements of our customers, we are engaged in presenting an excellent 
quality range of Sona Masoori Raw Rice. This Sona Masoori Raw Rice is highly praised by our 
customers due to its excellent taste and fresh aroma. To cater demands of our clients, we offer 
these products in different packaging. Our offered Sona Masuri Steam rice is highly acknowledged 
for nutritional value, easy cooking, pure and low amount of starch.

SONA MASOORI SELLA RICE
we offer our Customers a high quality and Excellent purity Sona Masoori Sella Rice. It is widely 
used for preparing dishes like kheer and biryani etc. Our Sona Masoori Rice is used for cooking 
delicious recipes like biryani, idli, dosa and pulao. This rice is healthy and nutritious

IRE9 WHITE RICE
White rice is milled rice that has had its husk, bran, and germ removed with all natural foods, 
the precise nutritional composition of rice varies slightly depending on the variety, soil conditions
environmental conditions and types of fertilizers. We manage high quality.

SPICES

Our Spices are grown without use of any chemicals, pesticides or insecticides Cultivated with 
controlled organic farming practices, pure & fresh, toxin/harmful chemical free.

RED CHILLI POWDER (PURE)
Red chilli powder, made from the finest dried and grounded powder of more than one kind of Red
chillies Grown without use of any chemicals, pesticides or insecticides Cultivated with controlled
organic farming practices, pure & fresh, toxin/harmful chemical free. Added color/ flavor/ 
preservatives free.
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OUR	PRODUCTS
CORIANDER POWDER (PURE)
Coriander Powder Taste and Aroma: Mild, sweet, pleasant with a hint of citrus. Add ground 
coriander seeds to stews and marinades for a Mediterranean flavor. coriander is packed with 
potential health benefits. 

It has eleven components of essential oils, six types of acids, minerals and vitamins;

TURMERIC POWDER (PURE)
Turmeric occupies the top most spot as the golden spice due to its enormous therapeutic 
properties. Grown without use of any chemicals, pesticides or insecticides cultivated with 
controlled organic farming practices, pure & fresh, toxin/harmful chemical free .Turmeric is used
in foods such as scrambled eggs, roasted vegetables, rice, greens and soups. Drinks such as
smoothie and tea also go well with Turmeric. Spices have reputation for preserving health of 
consumers in the long term and also help in combating infections.

PULSES
Our Pulses are hygienically packaged so that there is no nutritional loss during the transportation
of our product to the clients. Only the best of grains of pulses are selected and processed to the 
clients so that the taste of the food can remain authentic.

TOORDAL

Our toor dal is hygienically packaged so that there is no nutritional loss
 during the transportation of our product to the clients. Having 
enormous knowledge in this sector, we are engaged in offering a 
premium quality Toor Dal. It is low in calories and reduces extra fat 
from your body and more.

FAAZ	AGRICULTURE	PVT	LTD.,	INDIA.
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OUR	PRODUCTS
CHANADAL
Among the various range of pulses that we deal in, chana dal has been widely acclaimed due to 
its tasteful flavour. We export chanadal which is cleaned and processed before packing and 
transporting. Only the best of grains of pulses are selected and processed to the clients so that 
the taste of the food can remain authentic

URADDAL
urad dal retains the skin and also has a strong flavour. Skinned and split urad dal is creamy white
and somewhat bland. Our pulses are well processed and adhere to the highest standards of 
quality. We provide multiple packaging options. The urad majorly comes in two types that is 
black and white. Whole urad dal derives their strong, earthy flavor from the black skins and are 
often used in curries. Split urad dal retains the skins and also has a strong flavor. Skinned and 
split urad dal are creamy white and somewhat bland.

MOONGDAL
These moong whole pulses have good nutritious value and are available in various types. we offer
a premium quality Toor Dal. Moong beans are a high source of nutrients including: manganese, 
potassium, magnesium, folate, copper, zinc and various B vitamins. They are also a very filling 
food, high in protein, resistant starch and dietary fiber.

BLACK CHANA
This chana is widely used for making chana masala, curries, subzis, pulaos, snacks etc. Offered 
chana is cleaned and processed . Like other beans, kala chana is full of protein, fiber and iron, 
and makes a healthy and colorful addition to any meal.

CHICK PEAS
Chickpeas are such a versatile ingredient. You can roast chickpeas and add them to salads, use 
them as a substitute for croutons in soups, or turn them into a simple snack with big flakes of 
sea salt.
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We believe in continual improvement to achieve the quality. We provide training to our staff to 
maintain the quality.

Our 
company's 

Mission is to 
satisfy the 

customer needs 

Our 
Company's 
Visions are:

· Excellent Quality.
· Lowest Price.

· Delivery on time
· Customer  

Satisfaction

FAAZ AGRICULTURE
PRIVATE LIMITED
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Processing	Methodology
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Food Processing and Technology includes a set of physical, chemical or microbiological methods 
and techniques used to transmute raw ingredients into food and its transformation into other
 forms in food processing industry .The major factors that we consider in processing include:

· The processing steps typically used to manufacture a product's ingredient themselves
· The origin of the ingredients
· The sum of processes likely used to manufacture a given product based on the ingredients listed 

on the product label. These factors are weighted based on the extent to which they are likely to 
alter the food's nature or nutritional content and then combined to determine a product's overall 
processing score. For the individual ingredient scores, both the source of the ingredient and the 
processes used to manufacture it are taken into consideration

Quality	Management	

In food and feed manufacturing, properties such as protein, oil and sugar are significant, the high
germination percentage (viability of seed) and seed dormancy is the important feature we 
consider, for consumers the properties like color and flavor will be important.
We consider both extrinsic and intrinsic factors. The intrinsic factors of grain includes, color, 
composition, bulk density, odor, aroma, size and shape. We maintain size, color, composition and 
shape of the grain which is an important factor in grain quality, grading, trade, and processing of 
grain. The extrinsic factors include: age, broken grain, immature grain, foreign matter, infected 
grain, moisture content etc.

We maintain high quality of products.

FAAZ AGRICULTURE
PRIVATE LIMITED
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Product	Safety	Systems
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It is necessary to remove dust and contaminants, which can include insects, and vegetable 
material, such as bits of straw and chaff and weed seeds. These will fill up pore spaces within the 
crop, inhibiting air movement and adding to any possible spoilage problems. We ensure that our 
products are clean and free from all these type of contaminants. Our products undergo drying
 process that reduces grain moisture content to a safe level for storage. Our products are 
protected from insects, rodents and birds by allowing proper storage hygiene. We remove the 
husk, and produce an edible, rice grain that is sufficiently milled and free of impurities.

CONTACT

sales@faazagriculture.com  /  skghouse999@gmail.com

0091 9492173774  /  0091 7093839389

FAAZ AGRICULTURE
PRIVATE LIMITED

www.faazagriculture.com
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